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God the Father is Holy, Holy, Holy 
 

By Robert Moak, President of CRSEF 
 
God the Father is Holy, Holy, Holy, and He will not abide with any evil spirits! 
 
God the Son came into this sin cursed world to supply the perfect sacrifice re-
quired by God the Father, to allow God to abide with mankind after their sinful 
nature has been removed.  This, of course, is accomplished when members of 
mankind die in this mortal world, and their immortal soul passes on to go to 
either heaven or hell. 
 
The Perfect Sacrifice Is Required: 
To be the perfect sacrifice required Jesus to enter this mortal world without 
having a sinful nature.  Because of this requirement, Jesus could not have an 
earthly father, as the sinful nature is passed on to each baby by the male, so we 
all come into this world with an inherited sinful nature passed on through the 
line of Adam.  Therefore, Jesus was like Adam before he ate the forbidden fruit 
and brought the curse of sin and death into this world. 
 
Then to maintain this sinless status was the next requirement of being the per-
fect sacrifice.  This required Jesus to live in this mortal world, as the Son of 
Man, but He could not commit any sin(s).  For just as through the disobedience 
of the one man the many were made sinners, so also through the obedience of 
the one man the many will be made righteous. (Romans 5:19).  Paul wrote 
about this perfection and referred to it as “obedience” meaning that this man, 
Jesus was sinless. 
 
In Old Testament times (from Creation until Christ came into this world) the 
Holy Spirit was brought into this cursed world by God for some special times 
and occurrences.  The Holy Spirit did not stay in this world permanently, He 
was placed here by God the Father for as long as He was needed.  During this 
time salvation as obtained for God’s chosen people by doing the burnt offerings 
and other sacrifices as directed by God the Father. 
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How Great is God’s Love for Us  
 

By Eric Jesse Norman, Ph.D. 
 
We cannot imagine how great is God’s love for those who believe in the Lord Jesus. Consider this beautiful 
Bible verse from 1 Corinthians 2:9: 

“What no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man imagined, what God has prepared for those 
who love him.” 

 
This gift is one prayer away, as the Apostle Paul informed the Philippian jailer when he was ready to take his 
own life: 

“Believe in the Lord Jesus and you will be saved.” Acts 16:31. 
 
How many people do not know of this verse in the Bible? Perhaps because they believe in “molecule to man” 
evolution. Isn’t that what is taught in our school system? 
 
But science is moving slowly forward. We can hope soon that God as Creator will be widely believed. Recent-
ly the Editor of Scientific American magazine wrote: 

“Don’t you love it when a paradigm shifts? When people realize that they’ve been looking at something 
all wrong and that there’s a better way? My favorite example is plate tectonics. The notion that conti-
nents (continents!) could move across the surface of the planet was simply unthinkable for most of hu-
man history. It took a lot of research and, even more important, a lot of rethinking for people to accept 
that plate tectonics was real and could explain earthquakes and volcanoes and why South America and 
Africa look like they could snuggle together. We’re proud that Scientific American published some of 
the first popular articles about plate tectonics and helped us look at the world in a new way.” (Scientific 
American Vol. 329, No. 4, Nov. 2023, pg. 4) 

 
We have faith that soon the theory of evolution will be replaced with the Biblical account of God’s creation. 
 
May I suggest a simple but scientific way to get people thinking if “molecule to man” evolution is true? 
 
When a person mentions evolution, politely say, “’molecule to man’ evolution is impossible because it violates 
the second law of thermodynamics.” You can add, “systems move into states of greater disorganization, they 
do not become more complex. They degrade and break down and wear out.” Your job is done. They may reply, 
“Yes, that is right. When my child cleans the room, it soon becomes disorganized.” They may just start think-
ing about the truth you said. 
 
The following are Albert Einstein’s comments on the second law of thermodynamics: 

“Thermodynamic is the only physical theory of universal content, which I am convinced that within the 
framework of applicability of its basic concepts, will never be overthrown.” 
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM 

 The Mocking of Jesus Christ  

By Lance Clippinger  
lclipp@fuse.net 
 

The Root of the Heresy  

Because we live in the world of “YouTube” Biblical truth can easily be spread but of course so can heresy. 

Throughout church history the most dangerous heresy has been spread by “respected leaders” in the visible 

professing “church”. One such teaching is spreading like wildfire with the help of the internet. It is what I am 

calling demon sperm and it finds its anchor or root in Genesis 6:2.  

The Power and Lust of Demons  

In Genesis 6:2 the “sons of god” are today commonly assumed to be fallen angels or demons who “incarnate” 

themselves as human men and “marry” human women. We are told without hesitation that these demons are 

able to create human bodies the way God created Adam in Genesis 2. Out of “dust” (we assume or maybe ex 

nihilo?) the demons (we are told) can create a human brain and all that is needed for life. Curiously, without 

God raising a finger to stop them. Maybe God has been overpowered? If demons can do all this, we must ask 

what else can the average demon do? Can they resurrect the dead like Jesus did? Why do the demons do this 

God-like miracle of incarnation and then have sex with women? Those who hold to this mythological and God

-mocking interpretation may come up with many reasons but the Bible simply says that the “sons of god” saw 

that the women were “beautiful” or “attractive” and no other reason is given. Safety tip, never get between a 

demon and an attractive women. I will argue that the proponents of this “demon sperm” view consistently ig-

nore or contradict almost every fundamental principle of Biblical interpretation when dealing with Genesis 

chapter 6.  

The Theology of Upper and Lower Case  

But before we go any further two warnings must be given to those of us (including me) who read their Bibles 

in English. First, in written English we have this thing called upper case and lower case. To a reader of an 

English Bible the upper case means a whole bunch theologically. When a reader of the Bible sees the word 

“God” with uppercase “G” that “G” means to us we are talking about the True Living God who is without be-

ginning and end and is infinite in power, holiness, love, and knowledge. So that upper case G means a lot. And 

if we read the word “god” with a lower case “g” we immediately know we are talking about a false pagan god 

who is in fact no god at all. But we English Bible readers must remind ourselves that in the Hebrew language 

in which the Old Testament was written there is no uppercase and lowercase. So imagine reading an English 

Bible that is written in all lower case. Every time you read the word “god” it is always in the lower case even 

if the True Living “god” is being described.  

( Continued on page 19)  
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Here we go again, a new year, a presidential election year, and a new edition of the World by Design Newslet-
ter.  Lest we forget about the upcoming election in November, let us not forget that pagan civilizations for 
more than 6 six thousand years have rebelled against the one true and living GOD that we were created to 
worship.  Though it may seem that the current culture is becoming completely depraved and ungodly, it has 
been this way for millennia.   
 
We must remember that Solomon informed us in Ecclesiastes 1:9 “that there is nothing new under the sun”.  
He also tells us in Psalm 127:1 “Unless the Lord builds a house, its builders labor over it in vain”, yet civili-
zation after civilization rebels against the sovereign GOD.  This brings us to this edition of the newsletter that 
hopefully will not only encourage readers in the troubling days ahead but will bolster your faith so that you 
may engage the culture in which we live in the spiritual battles that rage around us.  
 
We as Christians are called by Matthew in chapter 5 verse 14: “You are the light of the world. A city situated 
on a hill cannot be hidden”.  We are set apart from the chaos and confusion of our current generation to be an 
example to an unbelieving world that there is a better way to live, we can only do this by engaging with our 
friends, family, co-workers, and anyone who will talk with us about the ways of God.  It is the true Gospel of 
Jesus Christ that is the only answer to all the maladies of the Twenty-first Century just as it was in the distant 
past.  
 
Ephesians 6:12: For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, 
against the cosmic powers of this darkness, against evil, spiritual forces in the heavens.     
 
CRSEF, the board, and our members want this newsletter to be informative and educational so that you can 
interact positively with your family, friends, and neighbors. When you engage in cultural discussions and peo-
ple have questions or opinions, it is necessary to have decisive Biblical answers, so that we can then share the 
good news of Christ with them.  
 
We welcome your questions and concerns and ask that you send us information and articles that you would 
want us to share in upcoming issues of the World By Design Newsletter.  Thank you for your interest and in-
volvement in CRSEF and we look forward to hearing from you, we may be contacted at 
 editor_wbd@twc.com or rlmoak@fuse.net. 
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CRSEF 
Monthly Program Schedule 

 

CRSEF's monthly presentations are given at a public library or a local church on 
the third Thursday of each month.  All presentations are planned to run from 7-8 
PM followed by a 15 minute, or longer, Q&A time. 
Please plan to come and invite your friends and neighbors too, as usual there is 
no charge for this program! 

If you want to see the latest status of this program, and/or to see other upcoming programs, connect to the CRSEF 
website: https://www.worldbydesign.org/events.html 
 
If you want to donate to CRSEF, so we can offer programs that emphasize Biblical authority click on the following 
website address: https://www.worldbydesign.org/donate-to-crsef.html and then follow the instructions to donate by Pay-
Pal or by credit card. 
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Click for details 

CRSEF Monthly Program for March 
Thursday, March 21st 2024 

 
Thursday, 03/21/2024 - From 7-8 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time  
 

A video will be shown entitled, “Are People Born Gay?” featuring Dr. Georgia Purdom of Answers in  
Genesis. (Runtime 60 minutes) 
  
In this illustrated presentation from the popular Answers for Women: Sacred conference, Dr. Georgia Purdom 
addresses one of our culture’s most controversial “hot-button” questions, Are People Born Gay?  She shows 
from both the Bible and science that the answer is a resounding no! 
  
Biology is clear that gender is not a social construct and that only two genders exist. Dr. Purdom shares that 
scientific research has failed to show any genetic or biological link to homosexuality and transgenderism.  In 
fact, these are incompatible with both a biblical and an evolutionary worldview. 
  
Get real answers that you can share with friends and family. Lovingly show them that there is freedom from 
sin and there is hope in Jesus Christ. 
 
 
 
 
 
Presenter: Bob Moak will field questions after the video 
Location: Brecon United Methodist Church 
Directions:  Get Map and Directions 
Website:  Visit Website  
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CRSEF Monthly Program for April 
Thursday, April 18th 2024  

 
Thursday, 04/18/2024 - From 7-8 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time  

 
A video will be shown entitled, “Carved in Stone” featuring ICR scientists. 
(Run time 70 Minutes) 
 
The seventh chapter of Genesis tells of a flood that covered the entire world, but many scientists—and 
even many Christians—deny that such a catastrophe could have ever happened. Despite their doubt, our 
planet's rocks provide ample evidence that this event actually occurred! Join ICR scientists as they travel 
across the American West to examine the very real evidence of a global flood. Truly, the evidence has been 
carved in stone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presenter: Bob Moak will field questions after the video 
Location: Brecon United Methodist Church 
Directions:  Get Map and Directions 
Website:  Visit Website  
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CRSEF Monthly Program for May 
Thursday, May 16th 2024  

 
Thursday, 05/16/2024 - From 7-8 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time  
 

A video will be shown entitled, “Mitochondrial Eve and the ‘3 Daughters’ of Noah” featuring Dr. Robert 
Carter of CMI-US. 
(Run time 37 minutes)  
 
The Bible records three historical biblical “main events” that would have left an indelible mark on our genetic 
makeup: Creation, the Flood, and the Tower of Babel. Exciting research in modern genetics actually under-
lines the reality of these events, if you expect to find the evidence and go looking for it (but you have to know 
where to look!). 
 
 
 
 
 
Presenter: Bob Moak will field questions after the video 
Location: Brecon United Methodist Church 
Directions:  Get Map and Directions 
Website:  Visit Website  
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CRSEF Monthly Program for June 
Thursday, June 20th 2024  

 
Thursday, 06/19/2023 - From 7-8 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time  

 
 
A video will be shown entitled, “The High-Tech Cell” featuring Dr. Robert Carter of CMI-US. 
(Run time 49 minutes)  
 
The human genome is anything but simple.  In fact, it is a super-complex computer operating system that far 
exceeds anything created by humans to date.  New revelations about how it works have surprised us, and the 
complexity of the code is nothing short of astounding.  The genome, perhaps more than anything else, defies 
naturalistic evolutionary theory. 
 
 
 
 
 
Presenter: Bob Moak will field questions after the video 
Location: Brecon United Methodist Church 
Directions:  Get Map and Directions 
Website:  Visit Website  
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Driving Directions: 
Brecon United Methodist Church 
7388 E Kemper Rd 
Cincinnati, OH 45249-1033 
(513) 489-7021 
 
Driving Directions: 
From I-71 
Merge onto I-275 W toward I-75 
Take the REED HARTMAN HIGHWAY exit- EXIT 47 
Turn LEFT onto REED HARTMAN HWY 
Turn LEFT onto ramp (To KEMPER ROAD) 
Turn RIGHT onto E KEMPER RD  
Proceed on Kemper Road about ½ mile, the church is on the left side of the road. 
 
From I-75 
Merge onto I-275 E toward I-71 
Take the REED HARTMAN HIGHWAY exit- EXIT 47 
Stay to the left and then from the right lane 
Turn RIGHT onto REED HARTMAN HWY 
Turn LEFT onto the ramp (To KEMPER ROAD) 
Turn RIGHT onto E KEMPER RD  
Proceed on Kemper Road about ½ mile, the church is on the left side of the road. 
 
Enter the church from the parking lot through the back door; then proceed to the sanctuary, see the lighted 
sanctuary sign, just slightly to the left of the entry door. 
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They’re “frightened” now?  
 

Recently, a friend sent me a newspaper article with the following subtitle: “Frightened by the growing 
strength of creationists, F&M professor writes article in national magazine and tells colleagues to stand their 
ground.” What is it about the creation movement that would frighten geologist Dr. Donald Wise?  
 
At one point in time, creation was the only idea taught in schools with regard to origins. Then, a carefully 
engineered court case in the 1920’s (known as the Scopes Monkey Trial) took place in which the defense 
used amazingly fraudulent “evidence” to support the claims of evolution. The result was that evolution was 
then given an equal standing with creation in the public school system. I’m sure that creationists at that time 
were “frightened” too by what seemed to be the eroding of their belief in the Biblical God who created eve-
rything.  
 
As time went on, however, this new “equal relationship” was undermined, ironically, by the very same 
group who promoted it originally, the ACLU. Court decisions since then have served to silence the creation 
viewpoint ostensibly because it is supposedly “religious” in nature, as opposed to evolution, which is billed 
as being “scientific” in nature. Since these events, creationists have seen their position, which is just as sci-
entific, shut out from the free flow of ideas in the public school classrooms (hardly very democratic), even in 
view of the fact that their tax dollars help support the system, too.  
 
As evidenced by a myriad of evolutionist scientists who rightfully admit that evolution is still very much on-
ly a theory, why is one religious belief, namely evolution (since it too has to be accepted by faith), taught as 
fact to the exclusion of the alternate view? Naturally, this smacks of totalitarianism, in which the masses are 
forced to believe, or at least be taught, one religion only. Yes, this is a frightening prospect. 
 
Therefore, I find it amazing that this newspaper story, in referring to the article written by Dr. Wise, says: “It 
exhorts scientists to protect their disciplines - and the future of science and democracy itself” – as though the 
creation viewpoint is somehow a threat to science and democracy! They then quote him as saying that the 
creationist model is “riddled with gaps and ludicrous interpretations”. Of course, many are the examples the 
creationists can show that indicate the exact same things about evolution.   
 
The evolutionists have grown used to being in the comfort seat, especially with the courts behind them, en-
forcing the “EVOLUTION ONLY” policy. Now, however, Dr. Wise is said to be frightened because the ta-
bles are now being turned. He fears that the creationists are somehow subverting science, democracy and/or 
law. He’s wrong about that, of course, but right about the tables being turned. But it’s not because of crea-
tionist tactics; it’s because the more accurately interpreted evidence in recent years supports the Biblical 
model more and more and casts doubt on the tenets of evolution, and this appears to be a threat to Dr. Wise.  

( Continued on page 11)  
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They’re “frightened” now? (Continued) 
 
The response, by evolutionary scientists, has been varied and interesting. Some, like anatomist, S.A. Keith, 
tenaciously hold to their beliefs by saying: model more and more and casts doubt on the tenets of evolution, 
and this appears to be a threat to Dr. Wise. The response, by evolutionary scientists, has been varied and in-
teresting. Some, like anatomist, S.A. Keith, tenaciously hold to their beliefs by saying: “Evolution is un-
proved and unprovable. We believe it because it is the only alternative to special creation, and that is unthink-
able.” (Now there’s scientific objectivity for you!)  
 
Others are more intellectually honest. No less a noted scientist than Dr. Collin Patterson himself (senior pale-
ontologist, British museum of Natural History, London) said during a speech at the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York: “One of the reasons I started taking this anti-evolutionary view was….it struck 
me that I had been working on this stuff (evolution) for twenty years and there was not one thing I knew 
about it. That’s quite a shock to learn that one can be misled so long…. I’ve tried putting a simple question to 
various people and groups of people. Question is: Can you tell me anything you know about evolution - any 
one thing - any one thing that is true? I tried that question on the geology staff at the field museum of Natural 
History and the only answer I got was silence. I tried it on the members of the Evolutionary Morphology 
Seminar in the University of Chicago, a very prestigious body of evolutionists, and all I got there was silence 
for a long time and eventually one person said, `I do know one thing - it ought not to be taught in high 
school’.”  
 
That, I would submit, is the key. Something so unscientific should not be taught in public schools. But then, 
neither should creation. (Anyway, imagine what teachers, who don’t believe in it, would do to it!) The use of 
scientific methods in the study of a theory does not mean that the theory itself is scientific. Neither creation 
nor evolution can be proven scientifically. This is why neither should be taught in the public classroom. After 
all, if we’re going to say that religion has no place in the public schools, that certainly should apply to the 
religious beliefs of evolution, too.  
 
Dr. Wise has a good reason to be “frightened”, if that’s really an applicable term. The very foundations upon 
which evolution is based are crumbling. Like communism, its eventual collapse is unavoidable. In the words 
of journalist and philosopher Malcolm Muggeridge, having arrived at the truth - at least about evolution - in 
one of his addresses at the University of Waterloo, Ontario said: “I myself am convinced that the theory of 
evolution…will be one of the great jokes in the history books of the future. Posterity will marvel that so very 
flimsy and dubious an hypothesis could be accepted with the incredible credulity that it has.”  
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WHY YOU SHOULD BELIEVE IN CREATION… MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
 
By David Rives 
 
 
Why should you believe in creation and not evolution? I mean, scientifically speaking. Haven’t we proven that 
evolution is a fact? 

Well, the word “evolution” can mean a lot of different things today. One way it is frequently used is to de-
scribe the supposed process by which a single-celled organism slowly, over millions of years, turned into eve-
ry living thing we see today. This is probably what most people think of when they hear “evolution.” 

Now, if this idea is true, then everything had to have evolved at some point, including immaterial things such 
as human moral consciousness. But this poses a question. You see, evolution is supposedly a naturalistic pro-
cess that works on material such as DNA. How does a completely naturalistic process evolve moral conscious-
ness? — Something that is completely immaterial! 
 

This question is a puzzle for many evolutionists. William Provine, an evolutionist and biology professor at 
Cornell University, once said that one of the implications of evolution is that “no ultimate foundations for eth-
ics exist, no ultimate meaning in life exists, and free will is merely a human myth.” 

If humans are just the product of evolution, we are nothing more than highly evolved animals, and our brains 
are nothing more than chemical reactions. So, how can anyone hold someone accountable for simply behaving 
according to chemical reactions in their brain? 

But human experience clearly shows us that we should be held accountable for our actions. Most evolutionists 
would agree that if someone murders another person, he should be punished. But the question is, why? If man 
is nothing more than another animal, how can we be held accountable? After all, no one punishes a lion for 
killing a gazelle or an eagle for snatching a trout from a stream. What makes humans so different? 

Some evolutionists will argue that society defines morality. 
 
For example, as an American society, we’ve decided that murder is wrong, so for us it is wrong. But this can’t 
be right. Other societies, such as Nazi Germany or radical Islamic groups today, believe that murder is perfect-
ly acceptable if it accomplishes their purpose. To be consistent with the idea that ethics are decided by a socie-
ty, an evolutionist would have to admit that murder is okay for these societies, just not for ours. 
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WHY YOU SHOULD BELIEVE IN CREATION… MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS (Continued) 
 
But we intrinsically know that murdering millions of people in death camps or detonating bombs and killing 
civilians is morally wrong. Morality simply can’t be decided by what a society thinks. 

A consistent evolutionist would have to admit that there is no such thing as a universal moral ethic in his ide-
ology. And yet most evolutionists certainly would not admit to this. They are being inconsistent with their 
worldview. 
 
The creation worldview does not have this problem. The Bible, the Word of our Creator, Yeshua of Nazareth, 
provides a foundation for morality. We were created in the image of God. We are not animals. Because he is 
our Creator, only God has the right to set the rules, and he holds us accountable to them. In the book of Ro-
mans, we read that God has put his law in our hearts. In other words, we have moral consciousness because 
God’s law is in our hearts. 
 
The Bible also explains why no one can live a perfectly moral life, and why we see death and suffering. In the 
book of Genesis, we read that God created a perfect world, but the first people, Adam and Eve, rebelled 
against God. They introduced sin into the world, and now we all sin and fail to live up to God’s law. But Jesus 
Christ, our Messiah, stepped into history, living a perfect, sinless life, and dying on the cross, taking the penal-
ty for our sin upon himself. He then rose from the dead and offers forgiveness and eternal life to all who will 
believe. 
 
The evolutionary, naturalistic worldview cannot account for the existence of morality. But creation, as we find 
in the Bible, explains why we have a moral conscience, why it is broken, why we can have hope, and where 
we can find forgiveness. 
 
Just one more scientific reason that you shouldn’t believe in molecules-to-man evolution. It takes a lot of faith. 
 
I’m David Rives, Truly, the Heavens Declare the Glory of God. 
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God The Father is Holy, Holy, Holy (Continued) 
 

In New Testament times Jesus Christ was sent into this world as the Messiah to offer salvation through Jesus’ 
perfect sacrifice.  When Jesus time on this earth ended, He ascended back into heaven and was reunited with 
God the Father. 
 
The Holy Spirit Left to Guide the Saints: 
When Jesus Christ died, rose from the dead, and ascended into heaven, He left the Holy Spirit behind on this 
mortal world.  This Holy Spirit is present to assist all saved souls to help them better understand the Bible 
when they read it, and to offer them assistance when they pray, so they may know how to converse with God 
the Father through prayer.  This Holy Spirit will indwell the hearts of only those people who have been born 
again, by accepting salvation offered to them by believing that Jesus Christ is the Savior of this mortal world! 
 
The Rapture: 
Just prior to the start of the Tribulation period, Jesus Christ will come back to the earth, and He will remain in 
the sky over this cursed world, and He will remove all His follower still residing on this earth.  During the 
Rapture event Jesus will summon the immortal souls of all the believers on this earth!  Their soul will depart 
from their body, leaving behind their sinful nature, and their dead mortal bodies.  All those followers of Jesus 
who had died on this cursed world before this event, their souls will come with Jesus in the sky.  Then Jesus 
will escort all the souls that have been saved through His prefect sacrifice to go to the place of holding in 
heaven, until the new earth (heaven) is created. 
 
The Room Jesus will Prepare for the Saints: 
Jesus describes this heavenly holding place to His disciples, and for all His current followers, and John record-
ed it for us in our Bible.  Simon Peter asked him, "Lord, where are you going?"  Jesus replied, "Where I am 
going, you cannot follow now, but you will follow later."  "Do not let your hearts be troubled.  Trust in God; 
trust also in me.  In my Father’s house are many rooms; if it were not so, I would have told you.  I am going 
there to prepare a place for you.  And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be 
with me that you also may be where I am.  You know the way to the place where I am going."  Thomas said to 
him, "Lord, we don’t know where you are going, so how can we know the way?"  Jesus answered, "I am the 
way and the truth and the life.  No-one comes to the Father except through me.  If you really knew me, you 
would know my Father as well.  From now on, you do know him and have seen him." (John 13:36-14:1-7). 
 
Therefore, at this time all the immortal souls that came to believe that Jesus Christ is their Savior when He 
walked this earth will have their immortal souls residing in heaven in the rooms prepared for each of them by 
Jesus, and waiting there until the new earth AKA heaven is created as the place where they will live with the 
Triune God for all eternity. 
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God The Father is Holy, Holy, Holy (Continued) 
 
The Tribulation Period: 
When the antichrist gets control of this cursed world a time referred to as the tribulation period starts and it 
lasts for seven years.  The first three- and one-half years the antichrist takes control of the monetary system, 
and no one can buy or sell anything unless they have the mark of the beast on their forehead or on their hand.  
Some people left on this earth after the rapture are convinced that this Jesus Christ was in fact the Savior, and 
thus, they become followers of Jesus Christ.  These new converts then refuse to allow this mark to be put on 
them, and thus, they cannot buy or sell anything they need to survive on this earth.  Thus, they must hideout 
from the antichrist’s followers, and they must help each other survive by trading with each other. 
 
The second three- and one-half years has been called the great tribulation period.  During this time, if those 
refusing to take the mark of the beast are captured by the antichrist’s followers they are beheaded with a guil-
lotine!  When these people die their immortal souls are accumulated in heaven in a special place referred to as 
under the altar.  Here is the writing of John about these people and their place in heaven.  When he opened the 
fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain because of the word of God and the 
testimony they had maintained.  They called out in a loud voice, "How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, 
until you judge the inhabitants of the earth and avenge our blood?"  Then each of them was given a white 
robe, and they were told to wait a little longer, until the number of their fellow-servants and brothers who 
were to be killed as they had been was completed. (Revelation 6:9-11) 
 
Since all the believers’ immortal souls were taken from this earth by Jesus in the rapture and then they accom-
panied Jesus back to heaven, and they are staying there in the rooms prepared for them by Jesus.  They are 
awaiting the new earth or heaven to be created where they will reside with God forever. 
 
The New Believers Added During the Tribulation Period: 
These new believers are being held in another place in heaven, instead of being intermingled with the souls of 
those who were raptured from the earth.  John writes about his witness to the events occurring on the earth.  
John records talking one of the elders in heaven.  Then one of the elders asked me, "These in white robes— 
who are they, and where did they come from?"  I answered, "Sir, you know."  And he said, "These are they 
who have come out of the great tribulation; they have washed their robes and made them white in the blood 
of the Lamb. (Revelation 7:13-14).  These people will be returned to the earth sometime after the tribulation 
period, and they will reside there for one thousand years, a time referred to as the millennium period. 
 
The First Resurrection: 
John wrote about these people in Revelation.  I saw thrones on which were seated those who had been given 
authority to judge.  And I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded because of their testimony for Je-
sus and because of the word of God.  They had not worshipped the beast or his image and had not received 
his mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. 
(Revelation 20:4).  (The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were ended.)  This is the 
first resurrection.  Blessed and holy are those who have part in the first resurrection.  The second death has 
no power over them, but they will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign with him for a thousand 
years. (Revelation 20:5-6). 
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God The Father is Holy, Holy, Holy (Continued) 
 

Jesus Returns to The Cursed Earth for The Millennium Period: 
Sometime after the tribulation period Jesus will come back to this cursed world as a religious dictator, and He 
will rule there for one thousand years.  This time is referred to in Revelation as the millennium period!  When 
Jesus returns to this earth, He brings the souls of the people who were martyred during the great tribulation 
period back to the earth with Him.  These people will live on the earth with Jesus in the city He loves.  They 
will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign with him for a thousand years. 
 
During this time Satan is taken captive by an angel and held captive in a pit, so he cannot tempt the people still 
living on this earth.  John wrote about this in Revelation.  And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, 
having the key to the Abyss and holding in his hand a great chain.  He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, 
who is the devil, or Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.  He threw him into the Abyss, and locked and 
sealed it over him, to keep him from deceiving the nations any more until the thousand years were ended. 
After that, he must be set free for a short time. (Revelation 20:1-3). 
 
The Antichrist’s Servants Destroyed: 
The millennium period ends shortly after Satan is released from his prison, and he then tempts the people who 
survived the tribulation period and served the antichrist who are still living on the earth.  When the thousand 
years are over, Satan will be released from his prison and will go out to deceive the nations in the four cor-
ners of the earth—Gog and Magog—to gather them for battle.  In number they are like the sand on the sea-
shore.  They marched across the breadth of the earth and surrounded the camp of God’s people, the city he 
loves.  But fire came down from heaven and devoured them.  And the devil, who deceived them, was thrown 
into the lake of burning sulfur, where the beast and the false prophet had been thrown.  They will be tormented 
day and night for ever and ever. (Revelation 20:7-10). 
 
The Second Resurrection:  
Then we read about all the people who lived on the earth from the time of Adam and Eve until the time that 
Jesus Christ came and lived on the earth as the Son of Man.  These people did not have a Savior to die for 
them and offer them salvation and give their immortal souls a place in heaven.  Their salvation is based on the 
burnt offering and other sacrifices God told them to do, so they could end up in heaven.  These souls must face 
judgement to determine if their immortal soul would go next to heaven or be cast into the lake of fire! 
 
This is what John wrote about this judgement!  The souls being judged here are those of people who lived on 
the earth before Jesus Christ came into this world!  Then I saw a great white throne and him who was seated 
on it.  Earth and sky fled from his presence, and there was no place for them.  And I saw the dead, great and 
small, standing before the throne, and books were opened.  Another book was opened, which is the book of 
life.  The dead were judged according to what they had done as recorded in the books.  The sea gave up the 
dead that were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead that were in them, and each person was judged 
according to what he had done.  Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire.  The lake of fire is 
the second death.  If anyone’s name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of 
fire. (Revelation 20:11-15).  It appears that unless their name was recorded in the book of life, they would be 
cast into the lake of fire! 
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God The Father is Holy, Holy, Holy (Continued) 
 

Jesus Describes the Second Resurrection: 
All God’s children who accepted their salvation through becoming followers of Jesus Christ are not included 
as their souls are already in heaven!  “When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, he 
will sit on his throne in heavenly glory.  All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate the 
people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats.  He will put the sheep on his right 
and the goats on his left.  "Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my 
Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world.  For I was hun-
gry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and 
you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison 
and you came to visit me.’  "Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed 
you, or thirsty and give you something to drink?  When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing 
clothes and clothe you?  When did we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you?’  "The King will reply, ‘I 
tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me.’ (Matthew 
25:31-40). 
 
"Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for 
the devil and his angels. Matthew 25:31-41.  The basis for this judgement will be whether love was shown to 
God’s people.  Jesus further clarified this by saying: "He will reply, ‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did not 
do for one of the least of these, you did not do for me.’  "Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but the 
righteous to eternal life." (Matthew 25:45-46).  At this point in time all the souls that lived on this first 
earth and gained salvation are now in what I like to call the Paradise of God, which is a holding place in 
heaven. 
 
Creation Of a New Earth: 
Next in Revelation we read about the new earth, AKA heaven, and then we hear about the Father’s house, as 
Jesus called it, coming down from heaven filled with saved immortal souls of the earthly saints.  Then I saw a 
new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and there was no long-
er any sea.  I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a 
bride beautifully dressed for her husband.  And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, "Now the dwell-
ing of God is with men, and he will live with them.  They will be his people, and God himself will be with 
them and be their God.  He will wipe every tear from their eyes.  There will be no more death or mourning or 
crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away." (Revelation 21:1-4). 
 
There is some disagreement about whether this new earth may be all there is, as we have read in Revelation 
that “for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away!”  Since we read in Genesis that on day one of 
creation week only the earth was present, and the heaven or heavens were created on day two.  Jesus did not 
proliferate the universe until the fourth day of the creation week.  So, for the first three days of creation only 
the earth was present! 
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God The Father is Holy, Holy, Holy (Continued) 
 

Is The New Earth All There Is: 
In revelation John wrote about what was revealed to him about the new earth.  In Revelation it states the sun 
and moon are not needed as the “glory of God gives the city light!”  The city does not need the sun or the 
moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb is its lamp.  The nations will walk by its 
light, and the kings of the earth will bring their splendor into it.  On no day will its gates ever be shut, for 
there will be no night there.  The glory and honor of the nations will be brought into it.  Nothing impure will 
ever enter it, nor will anyone who does what is shameful or deceitful, but only those whose names are written 
in the Lamb’s book of life. (Revelation 21:23-27). 
 
Conclusion: 
If you have read this journey through the Bible and if you agree with the basic theology, then you should be 
feeling incredibly happy about the fact that as a follower of Jesus Christ your immortal soul will end up in 
heaven, immediately when you die!  As a believer in the Son of God you have been born again, which causes 
your immortal soul to be changed so it will not be affected by the second death and thus end up suffering in 
hell.  You may believe, as I do, that Jesus Christ will come and escort you to where He is, and He will likely 
direct you to the room in heaven He has prepared for you!  What a wonderful story our Bible tells us that we 
are children of God and thus destined to live with Jesus Christ, our brother and friend forever in the new world 
or heaven! 
 
If, however, you have read this and you are just not convinced that you believe that Jesus Christ is in fact the 
Savior of all the immortal souls that currently live on this earth, then you cannot be sure that your immortal 
soul will end up in heaven when you die in this cursed world!  If this is true for you, how may I be able to help 
you to become convinced that Jesus Christ, and only Jesus Christ is the Savior of this world, and He was sent 
here for just that purpose by God the Father? 
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM Continued) 

This is how the Hebrew biblical text actually reads. So you must look at the word (or words) being used for 

God and the immediate context. Only when you do this will you know if the true living God is being referred 

to or something else. 

 The Generic Word for “god”  

The second warning has to do the the generic word for “god.” In the ancient world (i.e. the time that Moses 

was writing the pentateuch) there were a few generic words for “god” (remember no uppercase) and one of 

them was elohim. If you are going to worship a “god” you would have to know his or her “name” or you 

would not know which “elohim” you are worshipping. The Word Biblical Commentary by Gordon J. Wenham 

on Genesis 6:2 states: “The sons of the gods” or the “sons of God” could be translated either way.”(p. 

139) So keep in mind that “elohim” to an ancient hearing Genesis read for the first time would only hear that 

“god” or “elohim” in the beginning created the heavens and the earth. So this ancient would indeed be learn-

ing much about how this “god” created the universe in Genesis 1. But after hearing only chapter one he would 

not know the “name” of this “god”. Remember this ancient knows the names of hundreds of “elohims” and 

probably worshiped many of them as he or she grew up. But in Genesis chapter 2 this ancient listener would 

hear the name of this “elohim.” In Genesis 2:4 God reveals his name to the listener, “…In the day that yahweh 

elohim made earth and heaven.” Ok, the listener would think, I should worship the elohim whose name is yah-

weh for he is the true elohim. And as he continues to listen to or read the books of Moses he would be learning 

about the elohim of Abraham, Issac and Jacob. This ancient would begin to learn how different this “elohim” 

is compared to all the “elohims” he had known before. 

“The Matrix” of Egyptian Paganism  

With those two warnings in our minds let’s consider how the demon sperm advocates violate God’s Word and 

God’s revealed nature. First, they never seriously consider the audience Moses is addressing in Genesis and in 

the entire Pentateuch (at times they are forced to give it lip service). The importance of Moses’ intended audi-

ence is of vital importance and cannot be overstated. Moses is addressing primarily descendants of Abraham 

who have now lived in Egypt for over 215 years. To feel the length of 215 years consider the history in Ameri-

ca between 1776 and 1991. We see in Exodus ch. 32 (i.e. the golden calf) that Moses’ audience is essentially 

jews who are immersed in Egyptian paganism. Of these jews only a small percentage (think “narrow is the 

way”) are truly trying to understand monotheism and the true nature of the uncreated, transcendent, infinite 

God (notice even the paganism before entrance into Egypt -Gen 35:2-4). The audience Moses is addressing 

truly lives in “The Matrix” of Egyptian polytheism. It is very hard for even thoughtful evangelicals in our 

“scientific age” to grasp the power this pagan world view had over the jews. For example, scholars agree that 

Moses avoided using the ordinary words for the sun and moon in Genesis 1:16 because the jews would be so 

tempted to worship them. The sun god (whose name was Ra) and moon god (whose name was Khonsu) 

were the big “elohim” in Egypt. This is not to say that the ancient jews were not responsible for their en-

slavement to paganism. They were.  
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM Continued) 

But we must never forget the true nature of the evil human heart and mind (Jeremiah 17:9). Fallen humans 

made in the very “image and likeness” of God have the unique power of complete self deception by actively 

suppressing the truth of God (Romans 1:18-32). This deception is so powerful that many who actually hate 

God can at the very same time deceive themselves into believing that they love Jesus and His word (Matthew 

7:22-23). It is truly by God’s grace that anyone escapes eternal judgment.  

Think “Like an Egyptian”  

When these ancient Egyptian jews (just after the exodus event) read the phrase “sons of god” in Genesis 6:2 

what would first come to their minds? Who the “sons of elohim” were to the hebrews, who lived in Egypt in 

the 15th century B.C., is the only question that matters. Who you or I think of when we think of “sons of god” 

in the 21st century is of no help in understanding Genesis 6. Remember God was communicating to jews liv-

ing in an ancient Egyptian culture. If not, then God was doing a very poor job of communicating to His people 

whom He loved as His first born son (Exodus 4:22). Naturally when these jews read “sons of god” they would 

think of their Egyptian kings. Every king of Egypt was seen as indeed an elohim because he was first and fore-

most a “son of elohim.” Here I remember the big hit song in the 80’s “Walk Like an Egyptian”. But instead of 

“walking like” an Egyptian we need to “think like” an Egyptian. In so doing we can better understand how 

God was so graciously and patiently trying to reach and save the ancient descendants of Abraham.  

Not Mere Lip Service  

This chosen belief that the pharaoh was a “son of god” was in no way merely lip service. It was a chosen reali-

ty to the ancients like gravity is to us. It was the reason why Egyptian society spent so much time and re-

sources building pyramids for their kings (it took on average 20 years to build just one pyramid). Do profess-

ing Christians today see the afterlife as real as the Egyptians did? The average person living in Egypt chose to 

believe that his or her afterlife was intimately connected with the afterlife of their son of god/king. “For where 

your treasure is, there will your heart be also” (Matt. 6:21). As an aside we need to ask why were the Egyp-

tians so amazingly convinced that there was an afterlife? The answer is two-fold. One, we must remember that 

God’s judgment of Noah’s flood had occurred just a thousand years before the exodus event and that judgment 

was hard for even pagan cultures to forget. And second, because God is good and He has placed “eternity” in 

every human’s heart (Ecclesiastes 3:11)  

The Not So Strong Argument  

Now immediately a “demon sperm” advocate would say, “the text in Genesis 6:2 does not say ‘so called’ sons 

of god. If God wanted to communicate that these were human rulers He would have certainly said the ‘so 

called sons of god’”. At first blush this sounds like a strong argument, right? But it is not. First, this argument 

ignores how the text describes the “gods” of Egypt in the book of Exodus. God’s ten plagues are designed to 

defeat all the “elohim of Egypt.” God does not say “false gods” or the “so called gods” (Ex. 12:12). Amazing-

ly even in The Ten Commandments God does not deal with whether the pagan gods are real or not.  
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM Continued) 

For God that is not the issue to be dealt with at this time. Read again the first two commandments “thinking” 

as an ancient Egyptian that God is trying to reach :  

Then God spoke all these words, saying, “I am the Lord (yahweh) your God (elohim), who brought you 

out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery. You shall have no other gods (elohim) before Me.” 

“You shall not make for yourself an idol, or any likeness of what is in heaven above or on the earth be-

neath or in the water under the earth. You shall not worship them or serve them; for I, the Lord your 

God, am a jealous God… (Exodus 20:1-5a)  

God’s Revelation is Progressive  

Here (as in Genesis) the word “God” is “elohim” and “elohim’s name is Lord or Yahweh. But for the “gods” 

they are not to worship the same exact hebrew word is used. In fact in the five books of Moses alone the word 

“elohim” is used of pagan gods 58 times. What separates the “elohims” is the name Yahweh and of course 

what Yahweh elohim has done in history, and how He describes Himself. As history unfolded during the 10 

plagues and the exodus event the hebrews are learning about their elohim compared to the nations elohim. Of 

course they have much more to learn. That is why theologians speak of God revealing Himself 

“progressively” through Biblical history, reaching its climax in the incarnation of God the Son (see Hebrews 

1:1-3; John 1:14-18)  

The “gods” Were Real to Fallen Humanity  

If we are honest we “modern” evangelicals struggle with the strange wording of the first two commandments. 

Why doesn’t God call the pagan gods “so called gods” or false gods or no gods? Ra the sun god does not real-

ly exist, the elaborate story of his “history” and “life” is a myth made up by men, as stated in Romans 1: “For 

they exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator…” 

Here Egyptian and Greek mythology are very similiar. These “gods” live in a cosmic “soap opera” where they 

get married and have children who murder each other and hold petty grudges. In the book of Exodus God does 

not deal with whether or not these “gods” are real or only “so called gods”. God is for now dealing with the 

truth that the “gods” were in fact very real to fallen humanity. God instead warns His people that judgment 

will be severe if they go after other gods, Period. God will in fact describe the gods as “no gods” or “demons” 

just before they enter the promise land over forty years later (see Deut. 32:17). But here in Exodus He does 

not. The command is just don’t worship other elohim only worship Yahweh elohim. In the same way therefore 

we have good reasons to believe that in Genesis 6 the reality of the “sons of god” is not being addressed in 

verse 2. What is being addressed is the reality that in ancient cultures human rulers where in fact seen as 

“elohim” or “sons of elohim”.  
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Moses Could Have Used the Word “Demon”  
 
But in regard to the true nature of the “sons of god”, the very next verse (Gen. 6:3) would have us understand 
that these “sons of god” are in fact just mortal men: “Then the LORD said, ‘My Spirit shall not strive with 
man forever, because He also is flesh;’” If that is not clear enough we must point out that the Egyptians and 
jews also had a clear understanding of “demons”. Moses could have easily used the Hebrew word “shed” in-
stead of the phrase “sons of god” if he intended to mean demons (as he did in Deut. 32:17). But He did not. 
Again, if we don’t consider how the the Egyptian jews would understand Genesis we are saying Genesis was 
incomprehensible to the very people God was trying to reach.  
 
The Big Contrast  
 
What about the blatant contrast in Gen. 6:2 between “sons of god” and “daughters of men”? Clearly, we are 
told (by demon sperm advocates) that this contrast tells us we are talking about demons who are having sex 
with human women. No, this argument only shows that modern evangelicals have no concept of what those 
who lived in ancient Egypt believed. To those in Egypt the king of Egypt was not merely a powerful human 
pretending to be a god. He was really seen as a “son of god” and therefore in no way was seen as a mere mor-
tal as the rest of humanity. There was a huge separation between the god/kings and common humans. This is  
what the typical Egyptian hebrew chose to believe as well. So just by understanding the intended audience we 
can understand this passage without contradicting the rest of God’s revelation.  
 
Who is Being Judged?  
 
We have looked at the audience Moses was addressing in the Pentateuch. Let’s turn our attention to the reason 
for God judging all the earth in the worldwide cataclysmic flood. The“demon sperm” advocates consistently 
ignore the immediate context of the flood which has only to do with “mankind” (literally “adam” taking us 
back to Genesis 1) and mankind’s sin. Demon sin is not mentioned at all in Genesis chapters 6-9 and there is 
no mention of demon judgment. Compare this with what took place just three chapters earlier with Adam and 
Eve and Satan. Remember the five books of Moses were to be read together as a unified history. In Genesis 3 
we do have demonic (i.e. Satan) involvement with man’s sin and because God is just and holy both mankind 
and Satan are held responsible and are both described as under judgment. If demons are one of the main rea-
sons for God’s judgment in Genesis 6 then Genesis chapter 3 is a real problem for the demon sperm advocates. 
 
The Commentary of God The Son  
 
On this topic It is very important to look at Jesus’ teaching on the time of Noah (see Matthew 24:37-41 and 
Luke 17:26-30). Yes God The Son gives us His commentary on Genesis chapter 6. I guess we should consider 
what He says about the time just before the worldwide flood. If demons were incarnating themselves and hav-
ing demonic hybrid children with human women you would think Jesus might mention it. Strange thing, He 
doesn’t. Jesus describes life as normal except for the terrifying fact that no one in the world (except Noah) is 
seeking God and therefore everyone is literally living in sin and is a “slave to sin”. Keep in mind that Jesus 
tells us about the “days of Noah” because he is warning believers that those days are again coming in the fu-
ture. So if demons in the future are going to incarnate themselves and spawn demon children you would think 
Jesus the Good Shepherd would warn His people. He doesn’t so what does that teach us about Jesus? This is 
why this doctrine is so destructive.   
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Holy Angels Lusting After Women?  
 
So how do the demon sperm advocates find demons in Gen. 6? Simply by ignoring the immediate context and 
leaving the entire five books of Moses and jumping to the book of Job. And even here their interpretation is 
nonsense. Clearly in Job chapter 1 the “sons of God” are not demons but holy angels and Satan is the one ex-
ception. So are we to believe that holy angels in Gen. 6 are lusting after “beautiful” women? Of course not, 
but human kings who are 6 declared ‘sons of god” are famously known for this behavior throughout human 
history. Abraham knew this well when He went to Egypt with his “beautiful” wife : “And it came about 
when Abram came into Egypt, the Egyptians saw that the woman was very beautiful . And Pharaoh’s 
officials saw her and praised her to Pharaoh; and the woman was taken into Pharaoh’s house.”(Gen. 
12:11-15). Remember too that God in Genesis 11 was willing to intervene and stop rebellious sinful men from 
building a city tower. The miracle God used at Babel was of course very God-like and full of grace. But the 
demon sperm advocates want us to believe that the same God who created the universe (and all the angels) 
could not or would not stop demons from having sex with women.  
 
The Mighty Men  
 
As to the “mighty men” in Genesis 6, we only need to read just a few chapters later of Nimrod in Gen. 10:8-9 
where the same exact word “mighty” is used. Nimrod is a descendant of Noah and in Nimrod’s detailed ances-
try there is no mention of demons becoming human and impregnating anyone. If one’s interpretation of a pas-
sage contradicts the plain teaching of the rest of God’s word we should reject it. We should not reinterpret the 
rest of God’s word so that it fits with our interpretation of one verse. And yet, this is exactly what many advo-
cates of “demon sperm” do. It seems if you see “demon sperm” in Gen. 6 you see it throughout the Bible.  
 
Who is Jesus Christ?  
 
Finally, the “demon sperm” advocates never deal with the larger implications of their interpretation. In other 
words, what has God revealed about Himself throughout all of Scripture? If an interpretation of a single pas-
sage clearly disagrees with the rest of God’s revelation we must reject that interpretation. So what are the im-
plications of “demon sperm” in our understanding of Jesus Christ? We must remember that God the Son is in 
God the Father and the Father is in the Son (John 14:10). It raises questions like, Is God the Son really good 
and loving as He claims? Is God the Son really holy and just? Is God the Son really all powerful or is He more 
like the pagan gods Marduk, Ra, or Zeus? On this question it is clear that demon sperm advocates “forget” that 
God the Son created Satan and fallen angels before they turned to evil (John 1:1-3). And more importantly 
they “forget” that God actively keeps even demons alive by His power (Colossians 1:16-17). Is God all know-
ing or did He not know what average demons were capable of doing? Why doesn’t God clearly warn women 
that demons at will can become incarnated? Are there telltale signs that you are falling in love with a demon/
man? It might be nice to know (maybe their eyes glow red, always a dead giveaway in sci-fi movies). And 
lastly we should ask, does “demon sperm” make Adam’s race un-savable? If you are concerned about your 
salvation, God’s word is clear. Jesus can only save you if you are a true 7 descendent of the man Adam 
(Hebrews 2:9-17; Rom. 5:12-21; I Cor. 15:20-22). Jesus (the true incarnation) is in fact a descendent of Adam 
so He can only save those who are descended directly from Adam (Luke 3:23-38).  
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM Continued) 

Making God in Our Image  
 
All these questions about the true nature of God are consistently ignored (I will gladly confess I have not read 
everything written on demon mating habits). But why are these important questions ignored by the supporters 
of incarnated demons? I fear the answer to that question may lead to a dark road. Over all, the danger of 
“demon sperm” is that it makes a mockery of the Bible and of the true nature of God. Demon sperm theology 
begins to make God “in our image” as do all pagan religions. If we really understand spiritual warfare, we will 
see that the greatest attacks come from those who profess strongly to be lovers of Jesus Christ and His Word. 
Throughout history it is from within the professing church that Satan brings his most dangerous attacks. Many 
respected “Christian” scholars say they are defending God and His Word but they in fact do just the opposite.  
 
Diminish God and Exalt Demons  
 
The above arguments I just made are not unique to me, but today they seem to be very unpopular or are dis-
missed without thought. I see the growing popularity of this heresy in the evangelical church as an indication 
that we are indeed in the last days and more specifically in the “days of Noah” (i.e. 1 Tim. 4:1; 2 Tim. 4:3; 
Matt. 24:37-39). The demon sperm advocates are doing much more than misinterpreting a verse of scripture. 
They are in fact creating a whole new theology of God. When we follow the logic of demon sperm teaching 
we are forced to exalt demons and Satan to a status almost equal (or equal?) with God in power. Demon sperm 
theology actually exalts and glorifies demonic creative power and diminishes God’s creative power and char-
acter. In fact according to demon sperm advocates the creatures born of demon men are far superior, in size 
and strength, to any life God has ever created on earth. Sadly we must keep in mind that many of these demon 
sperm advocates claim to love Jesus Christ. But this is exactly what we would expect if we are in fact in “the 
days of Noah”. For after the church is removed from the earth, those who “dwell on the earth” during the trib-
ulation period will worship Satan himself (Revelation 13). This demonic sperm doctrine certainly helps set the 
stage for the coming worldwide worship of Satan. 
 
 The Nephilim  
 
The demon sperm advocates will now say, “But what about the dreaded ‘Nephilim’ mentioned in Genesis 6:4. 
Certainly they are proof beyond doubt that demons incarnated themselves as 8 men and created giant hybrid 
children with women.” Although in this short article I cannot do this topic justice as I would like, I believe a 
few paragraphs will be more than sufficient to give the glory to God and not to demons. “Wait, what did you 
say? Give God the glory for the Nephilim?” Yes exactly. What a novel idea!  
 
Stealing From God  
 
Ever since Charles Darwin came on the scene in the late 1800’s evolutionists have robbed God of His creative 
glory. Evolutionists have said God gets no credit at all for any of the life on the earth, including the creation of 
mankind. They teach that all the fantastic creatures, living and extinct, were created not by God but instead by 
a mindless and purposeless series of accidents. Creation is so easy, so simple, that “something” completely 
“mindless” did it. God has indeed been robbed by a lie. A lie I was taught to believe since childhood. Do we 
need to be reminded of who is the father of lies? In a similar way, the logic of the demon sperm advocates 
leads to the same conclusion.  
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Demon sperm theology actually teaches the following, “God can create, He gets credit for that. But if you 
want a truly impressive creature like the ‘Nephilim’ it just takes an average run of the mill demon. God 
has never created life as impressive as the ‘Nephilim’. The glory goes to demons not to God. As a crea-
tor, God is an amateur, demons are the professionals.”  
 
The Real Science of the Fossil Record  
 
The Bible is clear that there were humans that are now extinct that were indeed of great size or “giants”. But 
from the scientific fossil record we also know that we don’t need demon sperm to create the kind of “giants” 
the Bible describes. In God’s creation it has been well documented (by evolutionists as well) that there were 
true giants (now extinct) of a large number of the animal “kinds” that are alive today. In the book series Un-
told Secrets of Planet Earth published by Creation Ministries International there is one book correctly entitled 
Monumental Monsters, by Vance Nelson. “Monsters” is not an exaggeration. God has clearly built into the 
“kinds” He created the genetic information for what scientist today in fact call “giantism”. Remember God 
wanted His creation to multiply and fill the earth. Equipping his creation with the genetic information for gi-
antism would support this purpose.  
 
True Giants of Creation  
 
You can only appreciate the fantastic size of these creatures by seeing them online and comparing them with 
the living species we have today. But let me mention just one. The biggest species of rhinoceros living today 
is the white rhino, the largest weighing in at 3 tons (6,000lbs) and reaching 6 feet in height at the shoulder. But 
there has been found an extinct species of Rhino (Paraceratherium) that makes the white rhino look truly puny 
and pathetic. This “monster” was 18 feet tall at the shoulder and weighed in at 30 tons (60,000 lbs). This non-
obese creature weighed exactly 10 times as much as largest living rhino today, truly a “GIANT”. What would 
a demon sperm advocate say, I wonder, about this giant rhino. If a demon can become a human, surely a de-
mon can become a rhino (piece of cake - right?). Bestiality is not unknown for sinful men, what about de-
mons? I can’t believe I have to ask that question. No, demon sperm is not needed. Giantism is known through-
out God’s creation. The Bible indicates that this genetic information (now lost) was built into mankind’s ge-
netic code as well.  
 
One Example of Genetic Diversity  
 
To understand the true diversity God has built into His creation think about the “cat” kind. Noah had on the 
ark only one species of the “cat" kind. All the “cats” living on earth today have descended from the one “cat” 
species (on this point evolutionists agree with creationists). So your cute little house cat (10 lbs) and the non-
obese lion (500-1000 lbs) all came from the one cat “kind” that was on the Ark. This fantastic kind of diversi-
ty is found throughout creation, including in humans. Indeed God is the great engineer and designer.  

( Continued on page 26)    
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“SONS OF GOD” and DEMON SPERM Continued) 

Ancient Man Far Superior to “Modern Man”  
 
This “giantism” in Genesis 6 fits so nicely with what the ancient jews in Egypt just learned about humans in 
Genesis chapter 5. In Genesis 5 God makes clear that the descendants of Adam and Eve were superior to mod-
ern humans today in almost every way. This is seen in the fantastically long ages recorded in Genesis 5. Hu-
mans were living over 900 years and having children when when they were centuries old. When Eve was 130 
years old she gave birth to her son Seth. Many “evangelical Christian” scholars and pastors do not believe that 
God could create such amazing humans and therefore reject the long ages as myth.  
 
Humans of Genesis 5 Became “gods”  
 
Today when a person lives to a hundred years old it makes the national news. Today, making it to a 100 is in-
deed remarkable, but Noah was building the Ark when we was over 500 years old! If you compared a modern 
fragile 100 year old to Noah at the age of 600 the contrast is stark. Indeed Noah would appear to be a “god”. 
Again, this helps us understand why those Egyptians were building pyramids and treating their kings and an-
cestors as “gods”. Remember the Egyptians were descendants of Noah’s son Ham and still would have some 
memory of Biblical history. Many scholars have pointed out that the Egyptians’ most ancient and foundational 
“god” was named “Atum”, which indeed is very close, in sound, to the name “Adam”. Much has been written 
on the amazing connection between the most ancient cultures and the reality of Biblical history.  
 
My Goal  
 
There is of course much more that could be said on the false teaching of demon sperm, but for now my goal is 
just to put some doubt in the minds’ of those who are now believers in this destructive heresy. If you think I 
am wrong to reject the theology of “demon sperm” then don’t be lazy by dismissing the arguments presented 
here with “a wave of your hand.” Instead, demand that the “leaders”, who have taught you to believe in the 
reality of “demon sperm”, defend their teaching with God’s whole and complete revelation. Not the word of 
man.  
 
Lance Clippinger  
lclipp@fuse.net  
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To find this puzzle at Answers In Genesis click here. 

Answers on page 29 
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To pay with PayPal or a credit card, you may visit the World By Design Website at. 

https://www.worldbydesign.org/donate-to-crsef.html 

Would You Please Help The Ministry Of The Creation 

Research Science Education Foundation, Inc. 

 

Yes, I want To help CRSEF promote the foundational message of biblical and scientific 

creationism. 

 

Suggested Donation: to CRSEF, so we can sponsor events and give away creation related 

 materials, as CRSEF determines! 

□  $15  □  $20 □  $25 □  $50 □  I would like donate $____________ at this time. 

□  I would like to donate $____________ to CRSEF on a regular basis (Weekly, Monthly, 

Quarterly, or Semi-annually)!  Please circle the frequency of your pledged donations. 

My first installment is enclosed. 

 

For donations of $25 or more, or for any pledge of making regular donations to 

CRSEF, we will send you a CRSEF Creation Perpetual Calendar. 

 

Be sure to record your name and address on the bottom of this form. 

 

Mail To: CRSEF, PO Box 40226, Cincinnati, OH 45240-0226  

Please make checks payable to CRSEF. 

 

It is the policy of the Internal Revenue Service that all donations to a tax-exempt organization are the sole 

property of that organization.  However, it is the policy of Creation Research Science Education Foundation, 

Inc. to apply all donations given toward a specific program to that program.  In the event, we receive more – 

or less - contributions than can wisely be used toward the specified program, CRSEF will use those funds to 

meet other pressing needs that support the vision of CRSEF. CRSEF is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization and 

gifts are tax deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.  

 

Please enter your contact information, so CRSEF can contact you, if needed. This information 

will NOT be shared with any other organization or individual. It will only be used by CRSEF to 

share important information with you, as you have indicated to CRSEF!  

 

Name: _______________________________________      Email: ______________________________________ 

 

Phone: (______) ______________________  

 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City: _________________________________________State: _____________ Zip Code: _________-_______ 

 

Please Print Donation Form 

https://www.worldbydesign.org/donate-to-crsef.html
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